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Kawawachickamach, Pikogan, Kebaowek, Kahnawake, Kanesetake, Listuguj, Essipit

Dawn to quickly introduce herself.

Linda to quickly introduce herself.
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In May 2019, ISC-Quebec asked the FNQLSDI to develop a proposal for a CCP Funding 
Initiative. We worked with CCP Coordinators and their planning teams, organizing 3 
meetings and drafting a collective document.

As part of our CCP pilot project requirements, our group has also taken on the task of 
developing a Monitoring and Evaluation framework for the Quebec Region. We are 
doing this in collaboration with the First Nations of Quebec & Labrador Sustainable 
Development Unit (FNQLDI) and Juniper Glass from Lumier Consulting, Mtl.

We are not experts, in fact we are still on a learning journey. Only one of out pilot 
project communities are in implementation. Our goal today is to share some of our 
knowledge and tools that we have acquired along the way.

Ask the group to introduce themselves briefly – name, community, CCP relation and 
Where they are in the M&E process.
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Monitoring and evaluation can begin at the beginning of the CCP process….you don’t 
have to wait until implementation.

Monitoring is not only about tracking your progress/success but also about tracking 
your path/journey so that you can demonstrate your communities ability to self-
correct, change, adapt and re-focus.

Dawn to talk about how, in-hindsight, monitoring would’ve helped from the 
beginning.

Linda to talk about how they are building in monitoring/evaluation in pre-planning.

Questions for group:

How should be involved in the monitoring and evaluation of your CCP?

When should/can you start your monitoring and evaluation strategy?
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Listuguj is creating a monitoring and evaluation system that tracks progress on our
Action Areas (and main priorities for each – about 12 total). Dawn to explain a little
bit.

Kahnawake is creating an evaluation and monitoring plan based on the portfolio 
governance structure that they have developed. Linda to explain a little bit.

Questions to the group:

How can your evaluation process align with your plan structure?
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Dawn to explain grid.

Questions to Group:

What priorities/activities do you want to track? Who needs to be involved?
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Dawn to explain grid.

Questions to Group:

What is your community currently doing to support this action?

What are the plans for the future? (use a gap analysis to determine if there is more to 
be done or missing components)

Data collections can support your stories of change.

What tools can be used to collect data?
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Dawn to explain grid

Questions to Group:

What functions in your community should be monitored? Who should be
accountable?

How can you go about collecting data? 

What should be collected? Who is responsible for collecting it? How can CCP assist?
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Dawn to explain grid

Questions to Group:

How can you present the data in a way that is easy to understand?
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Open floor to allow group to ask questions.
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